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I. Written description of the site, including considerations used to make it beginner friendly. (Please limit this 
introductory description to one page or less).

1. This beginner website, milestonevt.org, looks at and responds to the information needs of visitors to the website of a 
fictitious small Vermont town. I imagine the site to be hosted by a municipal government, or a community-based 
organization on behalf of municipal government.

A few important data points and assumptions underly the development of milestonevt.org, including1:

- “Beginner” users encompass both young (18 and under) and older (65 and better) Americans. Both audiences, and 
everyone in between, offer unique challenges and opportunities.

- “Platforms” for Internet access are varied and dynamic, encompassing desktop computer, laptops, tablets, and 
smart phones. Each presents strengths and characteristics.

- Where people access information matters, both in terms of speed and resource consumption, as well as the design 
of interactive features and information resources (images, video, etc)

- Beginners morph quickly. Depending on where they are most active, users’ expectations for information consumption 
on other sites may differ dramatically.

In the way milestonevt.org publishes and curates content the site reflects a balance between a smart anticipation of 
nascent and advanced user needs with a responsive user experience targeting discovery and contribution. Key ways 
this is achieved are:

• Enable visitors to find the right landing page for their needs based on an optimization of keyword search and 
search engine friendliness

• Share the story of Milestone, Vermont by enabling residents and visitors alike to contribute to, and curate 
information in the “Visitor center” section

1. “Trends to Watch: News and Information Consumption,” report of the Pew Internet and American Life Project - http://www.slideshare.net/
PewInternet/trends-to-watch-news-and-information-consumption accessed 11/12/12
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• Exand the relevance of information available to entrepreneurs by inviting local businesses to contribute to, and 
curate the “Doing business” section

2. The five anticipated information needs of visitors to milestonevt.org are:

• What’s New
Community headlines and upcoming events that comprise the pulse of town life. These should be presented in a 
summary way from the front page, drawing readers who are both residents and visitors through to relevant articles.

• Doing business
A clear welcome mat for anyone looking for town resources and community services, from a current demographic 
profile of the town, information about applications and permitting (residential, commercial, etc), to resources and 
opportunities (town funds, programs, etc).

• Resident life
A clear welcome mat for town residents looking for both day-to-day and long-term information, for example the 
latest election and town meeting results to ongoing recreation and sports activities.

• Visitor center
A clear welcome mat for visitors to the town who are visiting or planning a visit Milestone, Vermont. Key information 
needs include travel advice, things to see and do, and resources about the history and key features of town life 
including special events.

• Outbound directions
Helpful links to resources for visitors looking for more information, responsive to context. So for example, if a visitor 
has landed on the “Doing Business” section, they will find relevant contextual links to the Office of the Secretary of 
State or the Agency of Commerce and  Community Development.

3. Key design principles that speak to the needs of the beginning user of milestonevt.org include:

• Vertical integration
Everything about the site will speak to its core value proposition, helpful information about the fictitious town of 



Milestone, Vermont. This will drill downward from the URL domain name to social media handles (@milestonevt) 
and third-party pages (http://facebook.com/milestonevt) making it easy to find, remember, and access again.

• Zero clutter
With an emphasis on a clean, welcoming interface, the site will eliminate visual elements (such as scrolling or 
animated buttons, icons, and headlines) that distract from key information-seeking activities. The design will 
minimize dense areas of text, emphasize the use of compelling, relevant imagery, and make use of generous white 
space to ensure easy-to-find, high contrast presentation areas that make it easy for the user to identify relevant, 
desirable information.

• Visual play
Establishing a welcoming atmosphere by striking a balance between form and function, a transactional, business-
minded attitude and a genial, community-centered attitude. The site will exude competence and friendliness in its 
architecture, design, and writing.

• Smart data
Translate relevant, local data into useful and visually compelling insights for key users of the site. For example, 
entrepreneurs considering a new business in town will want a “dashboard” showing key demographic or consumer 
behaviour. A couple seeking a quiet retreat for a week by a lake may want information about the average number of 
powerboaters per hour during weekday afternoons in summer alongside vacation property rental costs.

• Responsive design
Many people today, including novice users -- young and old alike -- access websites using handheld devices and 
tablets. Milestonevt.org acknowledges this reality through responsive design - design that works on a variety of 
screen dimensions and responsive to mouse clicks as well as finger swipes.

4. Response Category: Local News / Community News.

News about what’s happening in the world immediately around us is both one of the most sought after categories of 
information search, and one of the most difficult to reliably produce. Large media outlets are notoriously famous at 
failing to provide local context for newsworthy items; local journalistic content is sorely lacking for audience. On the 
bright side, many of the barriers to producing excellent, reliable local content is falling away. Where once newspaper 
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production relied upon costly and resource-intensive printing and distribution processes, today’s challenges focus more 
on marketing and audience development in a saturated market.

Websites like milestonevt.org help to solve this problem in at least five ways:

• Implementation of powerful open source tools like WordPress dramatically lower the costs of deploying robust and 
streamlined front-end and back-end interfaces that support direct and user-curated publishing modes.

• Socializing user interaction, including content production, across the third party platforms by creating seamless API 
integration including Facebook, Twitter, and Front Porch Forum.

• Fostering a sense of community around which news, and news salience in particular, is built. Effective engagement 
and participation is built on ease of access, use, and impact. This can be specific and narrowly appealing -- among 
stewards and enthusiasts of Milestone’s dog sledding attractions for example -- or general and broadly of interest 
-- the region’s average annual change in snowfall over the last couple of decades for example.

• Optimization of the site vertically -- from its codebase to navigation, interior pages to content -- ensuring that the 
site is visible to search engines and ultimately users and visitors seeking information about Milesone specifically and 
Vermont life, business, and attractions generally.

• Gamification for fun and tactics. More and more online users rely on gamified website to engage, instruct, and 
extend reach, often without being aware of an explicit game dynamic. Gamification -- the integration of gamelike 
features, from user rating engines to the use of promotions and location-based challenges draw users into a site, 
create engagement around content, and creative “stickiness” -- incentivizing longer-term behavior such as return 
visits and repeat use.2

II. List of elements that represent an innovative approach to beginner friendly. 

Innovative, beginner-friendly approaches to the Milestone, Vermont “local and community news” site include:
1. Design

Streamline the interface by increasing the image-to-text ratio, eliminating fussy navigation elements such as drop-down 
menus, creating plenty of visual breathing room and ensuring responsiveness to multiple platforms. Consistency of the 
interior page design will support to beginner orienteering and navigation. Enforcing limits -- for example word counts -- 
on text entries will support both a convention and easy access for beginners.

2. “The pro’s guide to gamification,” .net article - http://www.netmagazine.com/features/pro-s-guide-gamification 
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2. Instructional links
As much as possible, without compromising design, provide instruction links and actions -- for example, “Click here” 
and “Type you text here” -- for the novice user, instructions that won’t become onerous or off-putting for the advanced 
user as well.

3. Smart Data
Integrate demographic, economic, user-generated, and other streams of data into the site in context sensitive and 
engaging ways.

4. Gamification
Develop interesting, playful ways to draw the user into the site, provide feedback, and deepen engagement and long-
term participation.

V. Illustration of homepage

One (1) homepage wireframe and one (1) illustration included.

VI. Illustration of key sub-pages

One (1) interior page wireframe.

VII.Reference Material

1. “Milestone” background image: http://www.newenglandmagazine.com/vermont/chelsea/ 

2. “Hero” Image: http://www.greenmountaintimberframes.com/#!barn-restoration/zoom/mainPage/imagecyd

3. “Featured business” image: http://www.sanders.senate.gov/newsroom/news/?id=9d5c0a8e-f73e-451e-9383-
e01dfb688cc3 

4. “Featured attraction” image: http://www.theadvanture.com/vermont-fresh-eggs-mountain-biking-a-coffee-s

5. “From Town hall” image: http://www.timeanddate.com/holidays/us/town-meeting-day-vermont 
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Maecenas at euismod velit. Phasellus fermentum pretium laoreet. 
Suspendisse rhoncus lobortis viverra. Phasellus fermentum metus sit 
amet tellus lacinia non aliquam orci fringilla. Fusce id diam dolor, at 
volutpat lectus. Vivamus et dui dui, et tempor quam. Nulla facilisi. Proin 
interdum diam tempor libero dignissim lacinia. In hac habitasse platea 
dictumst. Nunc pretium, massa vitae fermentum sodales, eros dolor 
pretium est, sed lobortis leo est non metus. Praesent sed nisi nec lorem 
ornare hendrerit. Curabitur condimentum nulla in eros convallis sit amet 
mollis orci hendrerit. Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus 
et ultrices posuere cubilia Curae; Fusce augue arcu, gravida non 
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Milestone bookseller gets okay for 
cafe extension.        Click here...
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46km of new field and forest trail 
blazed and mapped.  Click here...
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Nov 6 voting results are in, ATV 
ordinance passes.    Click here...
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Restoration of the Miller Barn got help from the Tildenbury Craft Center. Five volunteers worked with the Miller family to pour the
foundation walls and frame up the side beams. The Millers say they are on schedule to open their food hub in June 2013.  Click here...


